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Thinking predictively, inferentially, and 
causally



Inference, the aim of the data modeling 
culture
• Leo Breiman, 2001, “Statistical modeling: the two cultures”, Statistical 

Science, provides a good starting point. 



Prediction, the aim of the algorithmic 
modeling culture
• Leo Breiman, 2001, “Statistical modeling: the two cultures”, Statistical 

Science, provides a good starting point. 
• The algorithms usually refers to machine learning methods. 



The difference between prediction and inference 
corresponds in practice to the difference between 

�𝑌𝑌 and �̂�𝛽.
• In inference, we estimate 𝛽𝛽, given a pre-specified function, f, for 

example a linear model:
• 𝑌𝑌 = �𝛽𝛽0 + �𝛽𝛽1𝑇𝑇 + �𝛽𝛽2𝑋𝑋 + 𝑒𝑒
• But the goal is not to predict �𝑌𝑌 for new data!

• In prediction, we let a supervised ML algorithm identify the relationship 
between Y and X by estimating f, for a specific function class, F, to 
predict �𝑌𝑌 for new data.

• But the goal is not to produce unbiased estimate(s) of  �̂�𝛽!
• Bias-variance tradeoff: can deliberately bias the model to reduce variance

• �𝑌𝑌 = 𝑓𝑓 𝑋𝑋
• In ML,𝑓𝑓 , can be many things… 



In ML, 𝑓𝑓 𝑋𝑋 , can be many things
• Trees, Neural nets, ensembles (average the result over many f), etcetera.
• The goal of all of them (supervised) is to predict �𝒀𝒀 for new data!

�𝒀𝒀𝒊𝒊 �𝒀𝒀𝒋𝒋 �𝒀𝒀𝒌𝒌

�𝒀𝒀𝒍𝒍 �𝒀𝒀𝒎𝒎

�𝒀𝒀𝒊𝒊
�𝒀𝒀𝒋𝒋
�𝒀𝒀𝒌𝒌
�𝒀𝒀𝒍𝒍



In summary, ML infuses a shift from �̂�𝛽-
problems to �𝑌𝑌-problems. 

Traditional (GLM) 
inference

Machine learning 
(ML)

Exemplifying 
question

What is the effect of 
economic crisis on 
child mortality?

What will the child 
mortality rate be
next year?

Goal Unbiased estimate Accurate prediction

Limitation Forces untestable 
assumptions

Rely on black-box 
models

Quantity of Interest �̂�𝛽 �𝑌𝑌



So should we conduct more predictive and less 
inferential studies in the medical and social 
sciences!?? 
• Breiman wanted more scholars to 

endorse the algorithmic culture and its 
�𝑌𝑌-problems….

• Others are echoing that call. See for 
example the following overviews: 
Mullainathan & Spiess 2017 in 
economics, Cranmer & Desmarais 2017 
in political science, Molina & Garip
2019 in sociology, and Yarkoni & 
Westfall 2017 in psychology, Wiemken
and Kelley in public health.  



I want to offer an alternative 
perspective….

…beyond the two cultures 
and towards a hybrid. 

Melting the distinction 
between �𝑌𝑌 and �̂�𝛽.





�̂�𝜏 = �Y 1 − �Y 0

(Causal inference)



ML supports causal inference in at least three 
ways; or how �̂�𝜏 replaces �̂�𝛽.

1. Impute potential outcomes, �𝑌𝑌 0 , �𝑌𝑌 1
2. Ignorability assumption (as-if random)
3. Treatment heterogeneity (+ functional form) 



The fundamental problem of causal inference 

• The potential outcome framework. We cannot observe an 
individual’s, i, two outcomes (Yi): with a treatment (T=1) and without 
it (T=0). If we could then, we could calculate individual-level 
treatment (ITE) effect directly: 

• Define potential outcomes as a missing data problem.
T Y(1) Y(0) τ

Jane 1 20 ? ?

John 1 30 ? ?

Joe 0 ? 25 ?

Jan 0 ? 22 ?



(1) ML imputes potential outcomes
• Assuming (conditional) ignorability
• Estimate “ITE” for all children, with and without treatment:

• By imputing potential outcomes, we get to see the other previously 
hidden half of the data T Y(1) Y(0) τ

Jane 1 20 ? ?

John 1 30 ? ?

Joe 0 ? 25 ?

Jan 0 ? 22 ?



T Y(1) Y(0) τ

Jane 1 20 25 -5

John 1 30 32 -2

Joe 0 23 25 -2

Jan 0 24 22 +2

(1) ML imputes potential outcomes
• Assuming ignorability
• Estimate ITE for all children, with and without IMF programs:

• By imputing potential outcomes, we get to see the other previously 
hidden half of the data

• More developed alternatives,
• Generalized random forest (Athey, Tibshirani, Wager)
• SuperLearner (Van der Laan et al)
• See Overview on meta-learners (Kunzel et al)





Average IMF impact Impact heterogeneity by 
children



Impact by society

Turns out that Tanzania has one of 
highest IMF conditionality burden…



Which variables are predictive of impact 
heterogeneity?



In summary, causal inference in the hybrid culture 
translates to a specific form of  �𝑌𝑌-problems: the 
old �̂�𝛽 has transformed to a �̂�𝜏.



Making sense of the new opportunities and 
pitfalls of machine learning…

https://arxiv.org/abs/2012.04570
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